Recombinant balanced and unbalanced translocations as a consequence of a balanced complex chromosomal rearrangement involving eight breakpoints in four chromosomes.
We report on a family with a balanced complex chromosomal rearrangement (CCR) involving eight breakpoints between chromosomes 6, 7, 18, and 21 in the father. All three sons inherited one derivative chromosome from the father and in addition each inherited a different recombinant chromosome resulting in a partial trisomy 6q in the first, an apparently balanced karyotype in the second, and a partial trisomy 7q in the third son. Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) and microsatellite analysis were essential for the identification of the breakpoints. In addition, the results were confirmed by a 24-colour FISH experiment using the spectral karyotyping (SKYtrade mark) system. Paternal origin of the de novo CCR in the father was demonstrated for the first time by haplotype analysis. This is the second report of a CCR leading to simpler but unbalanced translocations in offspring as a consequence of recombination during gametogenesis, and the first report of a family case of CCR exhibiting as many as eight breakpoints in the transmitting carrier. The initial prediction that viable offspring would be quite unlikely had to be revised after the birth of three children. Genetic counselling of carriers of balanced complex rearrangements has to consider a higher probability for unbalanced recombinations than has been so far commonly assumed.